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Abstract
The comprehensive advancement of efficient collection and effective integration of big data in key areas, and the
deepening of association analysis and fusion utilization of government data and social data have been upgraded to a
national “big data” strategy. Nowadays, there are many problems in the management and application of government
geospatial big data which come from different departments and areas, such as information islands, lower sharing
efficiency and low rate of comprehensive utilization in information resources. Therefore, an integration technology of
multi-source government information resources based on semantics is proposed in this paper. Based on the distributed
computing framework–Hadoop, we analyze textual content and application subjects of government geospatial big data,
such as socioeconomic, population and juridical person information. Based on this, with the semantic analysis and
integration of multi-source government information resources, the comprehension of spatial data classification system,
and related technologies, such as Chinese word segmentation, semantic computing and clustering analysis,
corresponding rules and classification methods are formulated based on the classification system of various types of
spatial data. Secondly, the word segmentation dictionary related to government information resources are utilized to
extract text content of the data and carry out thematic classification of information resources based on the topic
classification rules. Lastly, according to the semantic factors in the theme classification of government information
resources, the semantic concept lattice of spatial data topics is constructed to realize the semantic matching of the
subject types of government information resources. The practice shows that the integration technology of multi-source
government information resources based on semantics can improve the efficiency of integration, the management and
utilization level of government information resources, and increase the accuracy and effectiveness of government
macro-control, market supervision, social governance and public service.
Keywords: Data fusion; Semantics; Govenrmanet Geospatial Informaion;Government GIS.

INTRODUCTION
The ‘Internet + government services’ work continues to deepen, the complexity of government information resources,
the incompatibility of the government's management system, and the lack of supervision mechanisms have led to some
problems in construction of government information resources integration and sharing, such as severe information
island problem, low efficiency of information resource sharing, and low comprehensive utilization of information
resources[1]; In addition, with the continuous development of computer network information technology, multi-source
heterogeneous government information resources are becoming more and more abundant. The traditional information
resource integration methods represented by subject methods and taxonomy lack complete description of information
resources, and their semantic expression is poor. It is difficult to find complex relationships between information
resources and it is difficult to achieve semantic retrieval. Therefore, it is becoming increasingly urgent to promote the
effective integration of decentralized and isolated government information resources and accelerate the sharing of crossdepartment data resources.
Scholars have conducted in-depth research on the integration of government information resources. Layne K[2]
organizes and manages government affairs information resources from the aspects of information classification,
processing, and integration; Michel Biezunski[3] uses “thematic map” technology to integrate and organize government
information resources; Zhai Xiuli[4] proposed to construct a directory service system and exchange system for
government information resources, sort out the government information resources, and realize a “one-stop” service
platform; Kang Hong et al.[5] proceeded from the problems existing in the process of integration of government
information resources and applied knowledge management methods to integrate government information resources. Jin
Juan[6] proposed an approach to the classification of government information resources based on ontology theory.
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In view of the integration of multi-source heterogeneous government information resources, this paper proposes a
semantic-based approach to the integration of government information resources, which can express the concept of
knowledge resources and the relationship between concepts at the semantic level, and realize the effective integration of
government information resources.

METHOD
This paper adopts a semantic approach and integrates multi-source heterogeneous government information resources by
using related technologies such as Chinese word segmentation, semantic calculation, and cluster analysis. First,
comprehensively consider all kinds of data classification systems, this paper adopts appropriate characteristics rules and
classification methods; Secondly, the word segmentation dictionary related to government information resources are
utilized to extract text content of the data and carry out thematic classification of information resources based on the
topic classification rules. Lastly, according to the semantic factors in the theme classification of government
information resources, the semantic concept lattice of spatial data topics is constructed to realize the semantic matching
of the subject types of government information resources. The method structure of this article is as follows:

Determine classification rules
Subject classification method

Subject Category
Remove stop
words

Use NLPIR segmentation to
obtain a word segmentation set
Weighted statistics to
get topic keywords

N-Gram identifies
candidate keywords

Semantic matching
Pre-training
dictionary

Co-occurrence
预训练词典
matrix
Matching degree
calculation

•

Construction
training sample
Parameter
adjustment

Determine classification rules

With the development of e-government, China officially issued the "GB/T21063.4-2007 Government Affairs
Information Resources Directory System: Classification of Government Information Resources" national standards[7] in
2007. The standard stipulates that the top level of government information resource classification can be divided into
basic and institutional aspects or be expanded according to needs. Classification of information resources is usually
carried out in multiple aspects, such as subject classification, government agency classification, service classification,
and resource shape classification. Thematic classification is the basic classification of government information
resources, reflecting the attributes of the content of government information resources[8]. The subject classification
method classifies the classification object into several hierarchical categories according to the selected attributes (or
features), and arranges them into a hierarchical and gradually developed classification system. In the standard literature,
the classification structure of subject classification is specified, and there is no detailed category setting for other
classification perspectives. The classification methods and rules of information resources in this paper mainly follow
the classification principles of the government information resources classification standards, including 21 first-class
and 133 second-level categories, of which, the second-level categories are mainly divided according to business domain
themes[9].
•

Subject Category

Subject information data needed to be extracted from the cllected government affairs inforamtion resources. The
commonly used topic information extraction methods are visual topic-based information extraction, template-based
topic information extraction, and statistical topic-based information extraction[10]. Among them, the subject information
extraction based on vision uses the visual information and frame information of the information resource to determine
the position of the topic information, the extration effect is good for the complex information, but the cost is higher; The
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template-based topic information extraction method requires a separate topic information extraction template, It is more
suitable for information resources with smaller scale and rules of text format. The statistics-based method extracts
textkaywords by analysing a large number of texts through statistical calculations, and the method can extract subject
information more accurately.
Considering comprehensively the characteristics of government information resources and the applicable situation of
topic information extraction methods, this paper uses statistical techniques and techniques such as automatic word
segmentation for natural language processing to extract and analyze topic features of information resources. The
keyword extraction method is usually used to obtain information resource characteristics. This paper uses NLPIR word
segmentation and N-Gram keyword extraction to extract key words of government information resources. The NLPIR
word segmentation system[11] is a Chinese word segmentation system that mainly includes some function such as
Chinese word segmentation, part-of-speech tagging, named entity recognition, new word discovery, and keyword
extraction. The N-Gram keyword extraction method[12] can use statistical rules to identify universal domain words
without the use of dictionaries and rules. The basic idea of this method is to go on a sliding window operation for the
text content in a certain size byte stream to form a number of string grams of length N, count the frequency of
occurrence of all grams, and according to a preset filtering rule, words that are not related to a text topic and whose
word frequency is less than a set threshold are filtered out to obtain a keyword describing the topic content of the text.
The implementation of the method used in this article is as follows: 1. getting a sample of government information
resources; 2. using NLPIR word segmentation system for Chinese word segmentation, part-of-speech tagging, and
named entity recognition of sample documents, and segmentation into word-cut sets; 3. Punctuation, stop words and
useless words in the cut word set are filtered out; 4. N-Gram recognition is performed after the cut words being filtered,
the N value is set and a character string that matches the set N value is used as a candidate keyword; 5. selecting word
frequency, part of speech, word length, first appearance position and span, etc. as features to make statistics on
candidate keywords[13]. After weighted statistics, the keyword is filtered according to the set threshold, and the rest is
the subject keyword extracted from the information resource. 6. claculating accuracy rate and recall rate to evaluate the
keyword extraction effect. Accuracy and recall formula is as follows:
Accuracy= The number of subject keywords/ Number of candidate keywords
Recall= The number of subject keywords/ The number of new words recognized by N-Gram

Punctuation, no keyword
filtering

Sample
information

Cut word
collection

NLPIR word
segmentation system

N-Gram
identification

Candidate
keywords

Topic Keywords

Linear weighted
statistics

Figure The main process of topic classification
•

Semantic matching

According to the semantic factors in the subject category of government affairs information resources, the semantic
concept lattice of data topics is constructed, to realize the semantic matching of topic types of government affairs
information resources.
The concept lattice model is also called formal concept analysis. All the formal concepts together with their
generalization or refinement relationship constitute a partial order concept lattice. Concept lattice is the core data
structure in formal concept analysis theory. It essentially describes the relationship between objects and features, and
shows the generalization and refinement relations between concepts. The corresponding partial Hasse graph realizes the
visualization of data relations, mainly includes the process of constructing concept lattices, cluster analysis and other
methods to extract concept lattice rules[14].
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The semantic matching model first uses the word embedding technique to learn the low-dimensional dense vector
representation of the word, and then calculates the semantic relevance of queries and documents in the learned vector
space. Here, the word vector can reflect the semantic information of words and the relevance information of similarity
words to a certain extent, and is usually obtained through training in order to prevent overfitting. The main process of
semantic matching includes six parts: data cleaning, word segmentation and word division, pre-training dictionary
obtaining, word co-occurrence matrix calculation, training sample construction and parameter adjustment.
Data cleaning: For the original government information resources, data cleaning operations are required. The operations
include transform traditional Chinese characters to simplified Chinese characters, transform full-width characters to
half-width character, special symbol filtering and so on . At the same time, special text patterns need to be replaced
uniformly.
word segmentation and word division: The word segmentation operation must be performed for Chinese government
affairs information resources. To make up the shortcomings of the open-source segmentation tool JIEBA in names and
new words splitting, the Harbin Institute of Technology segmentation tool LTP and the basic vocabulary of Tsinghua's
word segmentation tool THULAC were used to further improve the segmentation effect of JIEBA, and they are also
help to train word vectors.
pre-training dictionary obtaining: The pre-trained word vector is the basis of semantic relevance matching. This paper
selects the popular tool Word2Vec and use the text contained in the training data set to train word vectors by choosing
proper negative sampling model, the number of negative samples, the size of the context window, the dimension of the
word vector, the number of iterations, etc.. Finally, the word vector obtained from the training data set is selected for the
next operation. For words that are not in the dictionary, this paper is uniformly represented by 0 vectors.
wor:d co-occurrence matrix calculation: Each word in the query is compared with each word in the document. If the
corresponding position has the same word, the corresponding position in the word co-occurrence matrix is recorded as 1,
if the words in the corresponding position are not the same, the corresponding position in the word co-occurrence
matrix is denoted as 0, and finally a Boolean matrix containing only 0 and 1 is obtained.
training sample construction: With hinge loss as the loss function, the data needs to be split into triplets and passed into
the network.
parameter adjustment: The parameters in the neural network model are adjusted. The parameters to be adjusted mainly
include the learning rate, the number of convolution kernels, and the size of the convolution window. The adjustment
method usually selected is to fix other parameters and adjust a single parameter.
After the above steps are taken, the semantic matching model is used to measure the matching degree of the data.

EXPERIMENT
At present, the integration of government-based information resources based on semantics has been applied in some
departments. The National Development and Reform Commission carried out the integration and utilization of intranet
information resources, combed more than 6 million information resources and builted a classification system of
information resources within the committee, forming 19 first-level subject classifications, 110 second-level subject
classifications, and building integrated information within the organization including information indexing database,
structured data indicator database, etc. It also has established some shared service system such as unified information
resources retrieval system and social economic information visualization system. Some system interfaces are as follows.

Figure Resource Directory Service System
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The Ministry of Agriculture, on the basis of integrating the existing resources of the Ministry of Agriculture, organizes
the organization of business and forms a 17-category classification system for government affairs information
resources, which provides a data foundation for government information resource sharing services for unified search
and directory services. Some system interfaces are as follows

Figure Information Resource Unified Search Service System

CONCLUSION
This paper dealed with the integration of government affairs information resources, taking massive unstructured
government affairs information resources of various departments and provinces as the research object, comprehensively
applied the key technologies of semantic-based unstructured data integration, indentified and mined the relationship
between information resources and realized the knowledge representation and information integration of government
information resources. In future work, semantic-based government information resource integration technology can be
used in more departments and more provinces to meet the needs of unstructured government information resources
integration in different departments and provinces.
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